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Basic Pump & Mechanical Seal Training
Hands-On Pump Workshop
Custom, Onsite Pump Training

John Peacock is R.F. MacDonald Co.’s Pump Division Corporate Trainer. Peacock has been in the pump
industry for 38 years as a pump repair technician, pump sales engineer and now primarily as RFM’s
corporate trainer. RFM is proud to note that Peacock is the founder of the R.F. MacDonald Co. Training
Institute. In 2000, Peacock assembled and instructed his first pump class at our corporate office in
Hayward, CA.
Peacock currently teaches 12 classes a year throughout California and Nevada: four basic pump classes
and eight hands-on pump workshops.
The Basic Pump and Mechanical Seal training class is lecture-based with an exhibit of pump accessories
and in-field photo/video examples while the Hands-On Pump class is more interactive, assembling,
disassembling, aligning and analyzing centrifugal and positive displacement pumps.
Peacock teaches why pumps fail, allowing maintenance personnel to prevent pump failures. Many class
surveys reveal confidence and drive from attendees who are ready to assume leadership roles within
their own company.
“Pump maintenance is about more than reading a manual,” Peacock says. “Understanding how pumps
work and how to troubleshoot is vital to a facilities success.”
As technology advances, Peacock’s class curriculum continues to change. Critical points of interest for
maintenance personnel have been vibration monitoring, mechanical seals and pump alignment. And
every pump class offers an accredited certificate for AFE and CWEA continuing education units.
Custom, onsite training is also available and best for customers who require onsite assessment of their
equipment and their staff’s skill level. Most companies find it difficult to hire personnel who have
experience with their exact equipment. With onsite, custom training, each presentation is geared to fit
the customer’s exact needs.
“We want to partner with our customer to help make their business a success. Proper operation and
maintenance of a pump will give it the best life,” Peacock advocates.
You may sign up for one of John Peacock’s CWEA and AFE-certified classes at rfmacdonald.com/training
or email info@rfmacdonald.com to discuss custom, onsite pump training.

